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Jari Arkko @jariarkko · Jul 17

#IPv6 elevators at the #IETF93 meeting? Hmm... wondering what the signs really stand for. ietf.org/blog/wp-content... pic.twitter.com/gCPKbaKoNp

Hilton Hotels Prague @HiltonPrague · 19m

@jariarkko V stands for "vytah" as is the czech translation of elevator and number 6 is just a serial number as we have 8 elevators in total
WE ASKED YOU TO STAY IN THE PINK BOX.

YOU. DIDN'T. LISTEN.
Agenda

1. Welcome
2. Host recognition
3. Reporting
   - IETF, IAOC/IAD, Trust, Nomcom
4. IETF website revamp project
5. Postel Award
6. IETF 94
7. Open Mic (IAOC, IESG)
IETF 93
Chair’s Report

Jari Arkko, IETF Chair
In This Report

- Participants
- Updates
  - IESG re-structuring
  - RFC format @ IETF
  - Scheduling issues
- Recognition
- In Memoriam
- Appeals
- IETF Hackathon
And More Online:


• Secretariat: https://www.ietf.org/proceedings/93/progress-report.html


• Chair: http://www.ietf.org/blog
Participants
Participants

- 1358 people onsite
  - 204 newcomers
  - IETF 90 had 1237 people onsite

- 65 countries
  - IETF 90 was 54 countries

*IETF 90 was held in Toronto, Canada*
Re-Structuring
IESG Restructuring

• The announced re-structuring completed

• Seven areas: ART, GEN, INT, OPS, RTG, SEC, TSV

• Flexibility, matching resources to work load

• The IESG is working on experiments around moving more work from ADs to WGs and the community
RFC Format
@ The IETF
New RFC Format

• Finally, blinking keywords in RFCs! (not really)

• The formats, tools, etc. belong to the IAB and IAOC, and RFC Editor

• But we want to use the new format in the IETF
  • The IESG adopted a small-step-at-a-time process
  • First step is publishing a document with some non-ASCII text (e.g., author names)
Scheduling Issues
Scheduling Issues

• Scheduling requests exceeded available time

• At the same time, many WGs are very active on list and hold also virtual interim meetings

• Shorter time allocations in meetings, smarter use of the time, more interim meetings, refusing work or longer weeks?

• This week’s plenary arrangement on mornings was an experiment — feedback?

• Next time the IESG and IAB are planning to hold one reasonably sized (e.g., 2.5h) plenary — another experiment
Recognition
IESG Note Takers

IESG Note takers:

• Sue Hares, John Leslie, Carlos Pignataro

• Notes also taken at retreats — often a significant commitment
Recognising Good Work

• Helen Chen’s clear presentations on YANG modules in RTGWG

• Thomas Wattayne for organising unofficial and official interop events in 6TISCH

• Dan Romascanu for helping others succeed, e.g., co-chairing 3 BOFs at this IETF
In Memoriam
James M. Polk

- Long-time IETF contributor
- Worked among other things on emergency services, transport protocols, and location
Appeals
http://www.ietf.org/iesg/appeal.html

JFC Morfin: Appeal to the IESG concerning its approval of the "draft-ietf-ianaplan-icg-response"

IESG response provided after IETF-92
IAB processed a subsequent appeal (presented Tuesday)
Hackathon
Weekend of Code!

- The IETF Hackathon, The Code Sprint, ETSI Plugtest, CrypTech, other projects…
- Altogether 140-150 people and folks from OpenDaylight, RIOT, OPNFV and others
- WGs talking about the results
IETF Hackathon @ Yokohama

- Saturday October 31 - Sunday November 1, 2015
IETF Hackathon @ Yokohama

- Saturday October 31 - Sunday November 1, 2015
Thank You